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Abstract 
In financial time series analysis, identifying similar/dissimilar series is impor-
tant to financial management. However how to define the similarities or dis-
similarities in large amount of financial data is not an easy task. Correlation 
is the most widely used measure of similarity between two series for a cer-
tain period. The correlation here iy a concept in broad sense, not restrict to 
Pearson-correlation coefficient. But it is noticed that the correlation between 
a pair of time series is time varying, and for different pairs the correlations 
follow different dynamics. To investigate the measurement of correlations and 
reveal the tinie-varying features of correlations, we exploit various methods 
and models for financial correlation estimation. Linear correlation coefficient 
and mutual information arc examined as measurement of correlation between 
two series. The family of Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) GARCH 
models are studies to describe the time-varying correlations between multi-
variate financial time series. The problem of DCC model is that all the pairs 
obey the same dynamics of correlations. This constraint is too tight to model 
all the correlations accurately. 
To solve the problems of previous DCC models, we propose a novel Clus-
tered DCC (CDCC) model where similar dynamics of correlations are clustered 
together. Instead of using equal dynamic for all pairs, the CDCC model only 
share the yainc dynamics within the same cluster, which highly raises the flex-
ibility and fitness of previous DCC models. Experiments and simulation of 
financial applications on real world data verify the effectiveness of the whole 
ii 
proposed mode over the DCC GARCH models. The CDCC model manages 
to describe the time-varying correlations of multivariate financial time series 
in one parsimonious model, while at the mean time allow different dynamics 
of the correlations. The diversity of correlation dynamics increases the fitness 
of the model. Meanwhile, utilizing clustering techniques to share the same 
dynamic within similar pairs avoid high number of parameters. The CDCC 
model is a more generalized form of dynamic correlation models. Previous 





最常 f f l于测量一段時間内兩個序列的相似性。這裡的相關度是廣義的， 




我們還學習了動態條件相關度多變量（Dynamic Conditional Correlation簡 
稱D C C )的一系列模型來描述多變量金融時間序列之間的動態相關度。這 
個限制無疑太過嚴格以至于不能准確的描述所有的相關度。爲改善以前的 
模型，我們提出了一個新的聚合動態條件相關度模型（Clustered Dynamic 
Conditional C o r r e l a t i o n簡稱C D C C ) �新模型通過聚合有類似變化的相關 
度，大幅度提高了之前DCC模型的靈活性和適合度。基于真實金融數據的試 
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1.1 Motivation and Objective 
In modern portfolio theory, it is no longer selecting best performed individual 
securities to construct a portfolio. Rather portfolios should be selected based 
oil their overall risk-reward characteristics. Investors can reduce their exposure 
to individual asset risk by holding a diversified portfolio of assets. Diversifica-
tion will allow for the same portfolio return with rcdiiccd risk. One of the most 
important indicators of diversification is the "similarity" or "dissimilarity" of 
securities. For example, securities in the same industr}^ probably subject to 
similar economical and incidental impact. Listed companies holding by some 
shared stakeholder often behave similarly. However how to define the simi-
larities/dissimilarities in large amount of financial data is not an easy task. 
Correlation is the most widely used measurement of similarity between two 
series for a certain period. The correlation here is a concept in broad sense, 
not restrict to Pearson correlation coefficient. 
In the literature of financial correlations, there arc several different correla-
tion measurements. The Pearson correlation coefficient is the most applied as 
measure of dependence between financial series [3，33, 48, 66, 74]. The Spear-
man's rho and Kendall's tau rank correlations are sometimes considered as 
alternatives [6，25]. These three are all linear correlation measurements, which 
0 
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fail to capture the non-linear relationship between variables. The entropy-
basecl mutual iiiforinatioii, can depict not only linear correlation, but also 
non-linear relationship, which makes it a more general criterion to investigate 
relationships between variables. Mutual Information have been widely used 
in many aspects, such as Bioinformatics [76, 75], Database Pat tern Mining 
|2, 40], and Feature Selection [80], etc. Recently it has addressed attention 
in iiieasuriiig dependence between financial time series [21, 24，37, 49]. All 
the above measurements have a numcric result of correlations. The copula 
16，22, 56, 67] as a model of dependence structure from marginal distribution 
to joint distribution gives more than just a single number. The stud)' of copu-
las is a recent phenomenon in statistics. Lately it has been applied in financial 
modeling. There are iiuineroiis parametric families of copulas coupled to arbi-
trary marginal distributions [38, 63, 71] to model dcpendcncc among financial 
data. 
These measurements of dependence can onl}^ depict or model the correlation 
for a certain period. However it is noticed that the correlation of a pair of time 
series is time varying and for different pairs the correlations follow different 
dynamics. The request for reliable estimates of dynamic correlation between 
financial variables has been the motivation for countless academic articles, 
conferences and finance industry. There are various models proposed to model 
the multivariate financial time series modeling [12, 14’ 29]. 
Previously presented Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) GARCH 
model families arc critical milestones in modeling tiinc-vaiying correlations 
among multivariate financial time series. They have dear computational ad-
vantages over conventional multivariate GARCH models. The drawback of 
original DCC model [27] is that all the correlation djaiamics are constrained 
to be identical. Block-DCC model [8，9] tried to release the constraint by 
introducing a block-diagonal structure. In Block-DCC model, the block struc-
ture, within which are similar single assets, is simply and manually determined 
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according to the business nature. The manual grouping approach is the ma-
jor problem of Block-DCC. Stocks in the same sector sometimes can perform 
distinctively along the time period, not to mention share the same dynamics 
of the correlations. Besides, grouping single stocks to share same dynamics 
of correlations is not reasonable in that correlation is a pair-wise concept. 
Copula-based DCC model [25，61, 62’ 68] extends the original DCC model to 
arl)itrarv multivariate distribution, such as Student copula and Clayton cop-
ula, ctc. Tf Gaussian marginals arc asyumcd and Gaussian copula is used, then 
the Copiila-DCC is identical to DCC. However the assignment of multivariate 
distributions is not only arbitrary but also brings in more unknown parameters. 
Sincc the statistical distribution is not our focus, we will assume multivariate 
Gaussian distribution when dealing with multiple time series. 
The objcctivc of our work is to investigate and model correlations and the 
dynamics of the correlations among multivariate financial time scries. 
1.2 Major Contribution 
The major contribution of this thesis constitutes ay follows: 
• To begin with, wc introduce some well recognizcd correlation estimation 
methods, namely, linear correlation (including Pcarson-correlation coef-
ficient [55], Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau), entropy-based mutual 
information [17] which capture also non-linear relationship, and copula 
function [56j. Pearson correlation coefficient is most widely used as a 
baaic measurement in financial time series correlation estimation. We 
investigate and comparc Pearson correlation coefRcicnt and mutual in-
formation as a measure of correlation/dependence between two financial 
time series. We design simple 3^ et effective experiments to reveal the 
features of different measures on both simulated data and real world fi-
nancial time scries. Based on the experimental result, wc summarize the 
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pros and cons of each correlation measure. 
• To solve the problems of previous DCC models, we propose Clustered 
Dynamic Conditional Correlation Multivariate GARCH model [83] to 
forecast the time-varying correlations between multiple series based on 
past information. The equal dynamic constraint of DCC model is too 
tight to model real world data accurately. While the block structure of 
Block-DCC model only group single stocks is not reasonable for correla-
tion, which is a concept involving a pair of variables. Our proposed model 
eliminates these constraints by introducing a novel cluster structure. It 
clusters similar dynamics of correlations based on the autocorrelations 
of the cross product of standardized residuals from univariate GARCH 
model. Even though cach pair of stocks is different from others, it is con-
venient to consider there are groups of pairs that have close dynamics 
of the volatility structure. The CDCC model highly raises the flexibility 
and fitness of previous DCC models. It allows different dynamics within 
one model, at the meantime, it shares the same dynamics within the 
same duster, which maintain the parsimoniousness of DCC model. The 
previous DCC model families including DCC, Generalized DCC [26] and 
Block-DCC [8] can all be regarded as special cases of CDCC model. 
• To verify the proposed model, we compare the CDCC model with DCC 
and Block-DCC model in terms of out of sample Quasi Maximum Like-
lihood and Box-Pierce Q statistic test result. The computational cost of 
CDCC model with different cluster numbers is analyzed. We also con-
duct financial applications utilizing the forecasting correlations of CDCC 
model. Portfolio selection application is carried out on a portfolio com-
posed by diverse assets in Hong Kong stock market. The useful risk 
management measure Value at Risk is estimated based on 10 different 
world-wide indexes. Our model achieves considerable improvement over 
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previous models in both applications, which demonstrate the effective-
ness of CDCC model in real world financial applications. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows; Chapter 2 introduce and investigate several 
coiTclation/dcpcndciicc ineasurcmciits to estimate the relationships between 
financial time scries. In chapter 3, after a brief review of multivariate DCC 
GARCH model and extended Block-DCC GARCH model, the novel Clus-
tered DCC model is proposed. We adopt Maximum Likelihood Estimation to 
estimate model parameters and Box-Pierce Test is introduced for model evalu-
ation. Experimental results and financial applications on real world stock data 
in chaptcr 4 arc followed by. Finally, a conclusion will be given in chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Measurement of Relationship 
between financial time series 
The need to detect and properly measure relationship and dependence be-
tween financial time series is an essential task in economic applications. The 
most commonly used measurements are convenient functions of correlation 
motivated by linear relations. These measures tend to fail when they face non-
linear, non-Gaussian processes. Shannon's mutual information function has 
been increasingly utilized in the literature, see [21，37, 40]. The goal of this 
section is to find and investigate proper measures for relationship of financial 
time series. Widely used linear correlation coefficient and mutual informa-
tion are discussed. The iiewl), employed Copula function is also introduced. 
Wc design several experiments to examine the advantage and disadvantages of 
different measurements. 
2.1 Linear Correlation 
Linear correlation indicates the strength and direction of a linear relationship 
between two random variables. In the following we introduce several popular 
correlation coefficients. 
5 
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2.1.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
The best known is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, ob-
tained by dividing the covariance of two variables by the product of their 
standard deviations. It can be expressed in mathematical formula as 
y) E{{x - - fiy)) 
Vx y = - (2.1) 
’ CFxC^y Cr^ CTy 
Between two random variables X and Y with cxpectcd values /i^；, l^y and stan-
dard deviations a^, cry. 
If there is a sample of X and Y sized n, written as Xi, yi where i = 
1 , 2 , . . . , 11. The Pearson coefficient used to estimate the correlation of the 
two series is defined as 
二 n E ^'iVi — E ^'i E Vi (2 2) 
The value of 7乂y is in range [ -1 ,1] . The signs are used for positive linear 
correlations and negative linear correlations. If series A"" and Y have a strong 
positive linear correlation, 7•工’"is close to +1. This means that when x changes, 
y changes in the same direction. If the series have a strong negative linear 
correlation, ‘厂工，y iy closc to —1. When there is no linear correlation or a weak 
linear correlation, the cocfficicnt is closc to 0. 
The Pearson correlation coefficient can be computed incrementally [69], 
which means it does not have to save all the memories of previous observations. 
2.1.2 Rank Correlation 
Rank correlation [42] is the study of relationships between different rankings 
on the same set of items. It deals with measuring correspondence between two 
rankings, and assessing the significance of this correspondence. Besides Pear-
son correlation coefficient, Spearman's rho and Kendall's tan are also applied 
ill previous financial correlation literature [6 . 
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Spearman ' s rank correlation coefficient or Spearman's p is a non-parametric 
measure of correlation. It assesses how well an arbitrary monotonic func-
tion could dcscribc the relationship between two variables without mak-
ing any assumptions about the frequency distribution of the variables. 
Spearman's p is simply a special case of Pearson coefficient in which two 
sets of data are converted to rankings before calculating the coefficient. 
If there are no tied ranks, then p is given by: 
‘ n(n2 - 1) 
where di is the difference between the ranks of corresponding values Xi 
and y“ and n is the number of values in each data set. 
KeiidaH 's tau rank correlation coefficient or simply Kendall's r is also a 
non-parametric statistic used to measure the degree of correspondence 
between two rankings and assessing the significance of this correspon-
dence. Kendall tau cocfficicnt is defined as: 
OP AP 
丁 = ^ - 1 = —(~~n - 1 (2.3) - 1) ii{n - 1) 
where n is the number of items, and P is the sum of the number of items 
ranked after the given item by both rankings. 
2.2 Mutual Information 
Mutual information of two random variables is a quantity that measures the 
mutual dcpciidcncc of the two variables. In this scction, wc give a brief re-
view of information theory, Shannon cntrop}^ and mutual information. This 
information theoretic concept has recently addressed attention in measuring 
nonlinear dependence between financial time series [21, 24, 37, 49]. 
Information Entropy 
Information entropy is a measure of uncertainty of a random variable. The 
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entropy of a continuous distribution, with probability density function (pdf) 
])x of the random variable X is defined by [17, 72]: 
H{X) = - j pxlog px{x)dx. (2.4) 
If we have two variables X and Y, where the pdf of Y is py and px,Y is the 
joint pdf, the joint entropy is given by: 
Y) = - J I y)log y)dxdy. (2.5) 
The conditional entropy is defined by: 
n{Y\x) = i i ( x , Y ) - n{x) 
=-I�1 PxAv, y)i()f丨山J, (2.6) 
or, ill a similar way: 
H{X\Y) = H{X,Y)- H{Y). 
M u t u a l Informat ion 
The mutual information denoted as I{X\Y) is defined b}^  [17] 
I(X:Y) = H{y)-H{Y\X) 
=HiX) - H{X\Y) 
= n(x) + n{Y)-ri(x,Y) 
j （2.7) 
Since H(Y) > H[Y\X), we have I[X\ Y) > 0，with the equality if and only 
if the two variables X and Y arc statistically independent, i.e. y)= 
Vx[^)Vy[y)- So the mutual information gives a measure of depcndcncc of two 
random variables or distribution. 
Note the mutual information I[X\Y) is never larger than any of the indi-
vidual entropies. 
J(X\Y) < mm{H{X), H{Y)} 
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There is a consensus in literature [18, 24’ 36，49] tha t a good measure of 
dependence for a pair of random variables x and y should be required to satisfy 
the following six “ ideal" properties. 
1. It is well defined for both continuous and discrete variables 
2. It is normalized to zero if x and y arc independent, and lies between - 1 
and +1. 
3. The modulus of the measure is equal to 1 if there is a measurable exact 
nonlinear relationship between the random variables. 
4. It is equal to or has a simple relationship with the (linear) correlation 
coefficient in the case of a bivariate normal distribution. 
5. It is metric, that is, it is a true measure of “distance" and not just 
divcrgcncc. 
6. The measure is invariant under continuous and strictly increasing trans-
formations. 
Global Correlat ion Coefficient 
The mutual information defined in equation (2.7) satisfies some properties 
of a good measure of dependence described above. In order to satisfy the 
properties 2. and 4. it is desirable to define a measure tha t can be compared 
to the linear correlation coefficient. In (2.7), wc have 0 < f{X: Y) < + oc, 
which is difficult comparing between different samples. In this regard, [18，37 
transforms the mutual information into a standard measure, global correlation 
coefficient, as: 
A = (2.8) 
This function 入 c a p t u r e s the overall dependence, both linear and 
nonlinear between X and V. The measure varies between 0 and 1 being dircctly 
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comparable to the linear correlation coefficient. A = 0 if and only if I(X] Y)= 
0, tha t is, X and Y are independent, and 入 1 if they are function all}'' related. 
It is shown in [65] that, if the empirical joint distribution of X, V is normal 
distribution, then the mutual information can be calculated by: 
f(X-V) = ^Jog(l-r') (2.9) 
where r is the linear correlation coefficient between X, Y, so that A = |r | . 
Bccausc normal distribution is a "linear" distribution, in the sense that the 
linear correlation coefficient captures the overall dependence. 
2.2.1 Approaches of Mutual Information Estimation 
The difficult), to computing mutual information from sample data is that the 
underlying probability density function is unknown. The estimation method is 
extensively studied in the literature [20，43]. There are three different methods 
to estimate mutual information: [19, 24] 
• Histogram-based estimator; 
• Kcrncl-bascd estimator; 
• Parametric methods 
The kernel-based estimators have too many adjustable parameters such as 
the optimal kernel width and the optimal kernel form, and a non-optimal choice 
of those parameters may cause a large bias in the results [36]. Furthermore, 
this kind of estimators can only deal with bivariatc distributions. For the 
application of paramctric methods one needs to know the specific form of the 
stochastic process. 
The histogram-based estimators are the most straightforward and widely 
used. Due to the simplicity of computation and no need to adjust a lot of 
parameters, wc will only focus on the histogram-based estimation in this paper. 
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In essence, histogram-based approach is to do partitioning in order to discretize 
continuous values [52, 53]. They can be divided into two groups: 
• A. Equidistant cells, is to partition the data into equal distant intervals; 
• B. Equiprobable cells, means partition the data in such a way that each 
interval will retrieve approximately the same number of data points. 
The methods are be formulated in the following rules. 
M e t h o d A: 
1. Let Rd be the initial onc-ccll partition; 
2. A subpartition of all cells into a," subcells can be obtained by dividing 
each edge into a equidistant intervals; 
3. Stop the subpartitioning of a cell if the vectors of random variables x 
and y are miifomily distributed. 
M e t h o d B: 
1. Let Rd be the initial oiie-ccll partition; 
2. A subpartition of all cclls into a'^ siibccll can be obtained by dividing 
each edge into a equiprobable intervals; 
3. Stop the subpartitioning of a cell if the vector of random variables x and 
y are conditionally independent on it. 
The number a of equiprobable intervals is arbitraiy. However a large a will 
complicate unnecessarily the calculus. In order to simplify computation, we 
choose (I. = 2 in computation. 
The equiprobable method presents some advantages in the flexibility and 
adequacy for data. It sustains in variance of mutual information under one-to-
one transformation of its component variables. [19 
^((./l(A'l), . . . , fdai^da), (./da+l(^da+l), . . •’ .fd{^d))) 二 . • .，^da),(义da+1’ . . • ’ X J ) 
(2.10) 
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where denotes bijective transformations. This invariance is supported by 
experimental da ta in section 2.4. 
It is pointed out in [54] that the histogram-based statistic to estimate mu-
tual information will suffer from: 
1. variance 
2. bias causcd by the finite number of observations 
3. bias caused by quantization 
4. bias causcd by the finite histogram 
The consideration of these factors depends on the empirical application, the 
number of observations, the configuration of the histogram cells and the smooth-
ness of the probability density function. 
The finite size of observation sample causc systematic errors of the estima-
tion of mutual information. According to [76 
A/(yY； y ) < I observed — y)true — “ 
where A'4, My and M^y denote the number of discrete states with nonzero 
probability. N is the number of total samples. With M = M工=My we have 
� (M - 1)2 
‘obsei^ved ^ -I ]八厂 • 
2.3 Copula 
A copula is used as a general way of formulating a multivariate distribution in 
such a way tha t various general types of dependence can be represented. As 
mentioned by Nclycn in [56], the study of copulas is a rcccnt phenomenon in 
statistics. Hence the adoption of copulas in empirical finance is even new. The 
earliest paper to propose the use of copulas theory in the analysis of economic 
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problems was [25] in 1999. In order to understand the copulas, consider two 
random variables X and Y with marginal distributions F{x) = Pr{X < x) 
and C{y) = Pr{Y < y) and joint distribution function H[x, y) = Pr{X < 
x； Y < y). All the distribution functions belong to the interval [0,1 . 
A two-dimensional copula is a function C : [0’ I p — [0,1], having three 
properties: 
1. C{u, v) is increasing in u and u. 
2. C7(0, v) = C(u, 0) = 0,C(l , i ; ) = V, C{u, 1) = u 
3. ,",2，？丄 t’2 ill [0,1] such that ui < U2 and ui < V2 we have C(7/,2,”2)— 
�,('",2) ''") - C(ui , V2) + C{ui, vi) > 0. 
If we set u = F(x) and v = G(")，then C{F{x), G{y)) yields a description of 
the joint distribution of .t and y. If u and v arc iiidcpendcnt, then C{u, v) : uv. 
Sklar ' s theorem: 
Let II be a joint distribution function with margins F and G. Then, there 
exists a copula C such that for all real numbers .7；, y 
n{x,y) = C(F{xlG{y)). (2.11) 
Furthermore, if F and G arc continuous, then C is unique. Conversely, if F 
and C arc distributions, then the function II defined by equation (2.11) is a 
joint distribution function with margins F and G. The proof is first given by 
Sklar in [73]. 
The adoption of copula as dependence measure in finance has lately ad-
dressed attention [25, 61, 68]. It is cspccially useful when the data set do not 
follow multivariate normal distribution. The usage of copula can be coupled 
with arbitrary distributions, the commonly used are Student t-copiila, Clayton 
copula, and Plackett's copula etc. However the arbitrary assignment of copulas 
is also based on the assumption of corresponding multivariate distributions. 
The statistical distribution will not be our focus in this thesis. 
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2.4 Analysis from Experimental Data 
In this section, we design several simple experiments to illustrate the pros and 
cons of Pearson correlation cocfficicnt and mutual information. Both artificial 
examples and real world data will be used. A list of stock data are collected 
for experiments, downloaded from Yahoo finance^ . The return is calculated 
by: 
"一n 為 (2.12) 
where x(t) is the adjusted close price of clay t, r(t) represents the return of day 
t. 
2.4.1 Experiment 1: Nonlinearity 
Correlation coefficient is quite useful in detecting linear relationship. How-
ever, it can not capture the nonlinear relationships between two variables. 
Sometimes a small absolute value of linear correlation coefficient deceptivel}^ 
indicates weak correlation between two strongly related variables. Here we use 
an example of nonlinearly related artificial data to examine these measures. 
The data points in Figure 2.1 has the relationship as y = sin{x). It is a 
strong nonlinear relationship between x and y. The results of the three linear 
coirclationy arc 
• Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.0473 
• Spearman rank coefficient p = 0.0238 
• Kendall rank coefficient r = 0.0159 
None of the three linear correlation coefficients is statistical significant at 
5% level. Apparently linear correlation statistics fail to capturc the strong 
nonlinear relationship of variables. 
1 http://finance .yahoo.com/ 
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Figure 2.1; Scatter plot of two variables .t, y; y = sin{x) 
However the mutual information computed according to the methods de-
scribed in last section is 7(X; Y) = 1.6523. The details of implementation can 
be referred to [1], By equation (2.8) we can transform the mutual information 
to global correlation coefficient A = 0.9805. The value of 入 is close to 1 cor-
rectly indicating a strong relationship between x and y. This complies with 
the no. 3 property of a good measurement of dependence: the modulus of 
the measure is equal to 1 if there is a measurable exact nonlinear relationship 
between the random variables. 
This is an simple artificial example. In real world financial data, there is 
hardly any such extreme ceuscs that arc pcrfcctly nonlinear related. But thiy 
example vividly and clearly states the weakness of linear correlation coefficients 
in capturing nonlinear relationships between random variables. 
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2.4.2 Experiment 2: Sensitivity of Outliers 
In this experiment, we investigate 96 stocks of 500 trading days, which are 
randomly selected from Hong Kong stock market across different sections. 
Equiprobable method is applied to compute the mutual inforrnatioii, in that 
outlier removal will causc great diversity on mutual information computed by 
equidistant method. Compute the mutual information and correlation coef-
ficient pair-wisely among the 96 stocks, sort them in ascending order respec-
tively. We use absolute value of correlation coefficient for sorting, since ranking 
of original value can not demonstrate the linear relationship of the two stock 
data. 
In total there are 4560 pairs, for each pair of stock, the mutual information 
and correlation coefficient has two order ranking. If the rank of the mutual 
information and correlation coefficient has great difference, it probably implies 
the two da ta set having some features so that these two measurements do not 
comply. Wc use a formula below to compute the difFcrcnce of the ranking. 
D = \ o g ! ^ (2.13) 
Here indicates the rank of mutual information, R � d e n o t e s the rank of 
coirelatioii coefficient of the same pair of stock. It lifus some properties: 
• /?川=R^-^ D = Q 
• R.川 > / ? . , - > D > 0 
• R,n < Re — D < Q 
Thus by finding a large absolute value of D, wc can find the pairs of stocks 
having quite diverse ranking of mutual information and correlation. After that , 
we carefully examine these stocks, and find out that many of the large absolute 
value of D cases have outliers in the scatter plot. Thus it could be possible 
tha t the prcccncc of outliers is one of the problems. 
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Stock Data Set Original Data Outliers Removed 
oons HK 9S7S NK MI 0.0283 0.0218 
0005.HK fc 2878.HK 卩⑶ 。 觀 0.1950 
1111 HK ^ ^ 0.0128 0.0195 
1111.HK&1138.HK p c c 0.1494 0.0510 
Tabic 2.1: Value of mutual information and correlation cocfficicnt 
To investigate the iiifiiieiice of outliers, we specifically compare the mutual 
iiiforinatioii and correlation cocfficicnt of the data set of original data and after 
outliers removed. Sincc the time scries data of one stock is in one dimension, 
we use a simple criterion to detect outliers as below. 
if |.T - //,| > 4 X f j set X = (2.14) 
Here x is the return, //, is the mean of return for 500 trading daj^s, a is the 
standard deviation. So when the absolute difference from the return value to 
incan is bigger than 4 times of standard deviation, the point is identified ay 
an outlier. To maintain the consistency in the number of return, we set the 
outlier to the mean rather than directly delete it. 
Figure 2.2 shows two examples of outlier effect. Table 2.1 is correspond-
ing to the Figure 2.2. MI is short for mutual information while PCC stands 
for Pearson correlation cocfficicnt. The original mutual information and cor-
relation cocfficicnt of 0005.HK and 2878.HK is 0.283 and 0.0154. When wc 
remove the outliers according to the criteria declared above, the correlation is 
increaiies dramatically. But the mutual information only decreases slightly. In 
other words, the correlation coefficient was computed biased in the first place 
due to the prcyciicc of outliers. For the second caye, after removing the outliers, 
the Pearson correlation coefficient drops severely, and mutual information also 
increases a little. Since the mutual information and Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient may have different scales, we give the histograms for reference in Figure 
2.3. The sample of mutual information values has mean equals to 0.0257 and 
standard deviation is 0.0391. The sample of Pearson correlation cocfficicnts 
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Figure 2.2: (a) (b) respectively represent the data set of 0005.HK and 2878.HK 
with outliers and outliers removed; (c) (d) respectively represent the data set 
of 1111.HK and 1138.HK with outliers and without outliers 
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Figure 2.3: (a) Histogram of mutual information; (b) Histogram of Pearson 
correlation coefficients 
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has mean 0.2449 and standard deviation 0.1224. The change of Pearson corre-
lation of the two examples in Table 2.1 is still significantly larger than mutual 
information with rcfcrcncc to the scalcs. 
This example demonstrates how outliers affect the measurement of cor-
relations of financial data. Actually the distribution of the points in Figure 
2.2 has much tell us the reason. Outliers in figure (a) forms a regression line 
approximately parallel to line y = —x, thus greatly cause the entire linear 
correlation to dccreasc. Figure 2.2 (c) juyt gives an opposite example. The 
outliers line nearly in the line y = x, and this reflect on the increase of linear 
correlation. The outliers do cause estimation bias in Pearson correlation, but 
how the outliers influence linear correlation coefficient lies in where the outliers 
locate. It could cause increase, decrease or no significant change to the Pearson 
correlation cocffidcnt. This experiment reveal another problem of the linear 
correlation cocfTicient that it is susceptible to outliers. As a measurement, it 
is not reliable if a few data points can change the result dramatically. 
2.4.3 Experiment 3: Transformation Invariance 
According to property 6, a good mcaisurc should be invariant under continu-
ous and strictly increasing transformations. In this experiment, wc examine 
the invariance of different correlation measures. 100 stocks are randomly se-
lected from Hong Kong stock market each of 300 trading days. Therefore 
there should be 4950 samples of correlations. For each pair, we compute the 
mutual information using eqiiiprobable method, the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient r, Kendall's tau, and Spearman's rho. Then wc transform the original 
return of the stocks into normal distribution. This is usually done by ranking 
the elements strictly increasing and applying in inverse cumulative distribu-
tion function of normal distribution. The transformation is continuous and 
strictly increasing. All the correlation measures are computed based on the 
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Figure 2.4: Original distribution and transformed normal distribution of 
0066.HK h 0522.HK 
transformed normal distributed data set again. 
Figure 2.4 gives an example of the original distribution and transformed 
normal distribution of the returns from 0066.HK and 05222.HK. The left fig-
ure is the original distribution of return observations, the right one is the 
transformed normal distribution. 
The result of the correlation measures of original and normal distribution is 
shown in Table 2.2. The symbols in the first row respectively stand for mutual 
infonnatioii, Pearson correlation ./.’ Kendall's r , and Spearman's p. "Original" 
rcprcyciit the original distributed samples. "Norma" indicates transformed 
normal distributed samples. "Absolute DifF" represents the value of absolute 
difference between original and normal samples. "Mean" indicates the mean 
value and "std" stands for standard deviation of the samples. The "SSD" 
means the sum of squared difference of all the samples. The "Percentage" of 
“iiican” is computed by the mean of absolute diffcrcnce over mean value of 
normal samples. 
The two rank correlations r, p has only changed slightly under the transfor-
mation, which can be told by the "Abs Diff” statistics and "Percentage". This 
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MI Pearson r Kendall's r Spearman's p 
O � . .~~, M e a n 0 . 1 6 1 2 0.2449 0.1680 0.2385 
iigm'q Std 0.0650 0.1224 0.0843 0.1168 
^ , M e a n 0 . 1 6 3 5 0.2520 0.1661 0.2373 
Std 0.0618 0.1210 0.0829 0.1166 
M e a n 0 . 0 1 8 8 0.0239 0.0042 0.0045 
Abs Dili Std 0.0181 0.0204 0.0044 0.0048 
SSD 3.2924 4.7953 0.1767 0.2130 
"Percentage Mean 11.50% 9.48% 2.50% 1.89% 
Table 2.2: Comparison of different measures on original distribution and trans-
fonnecl nonnal distribution 
is because the rank of the values would hardly change under strictly increasing 
transformation, so the rank correlation coefficients will remain invariant the-
oretically. This experiment result confirms the transformation invariance of 
rank correlations. When compare the mutual information and Pearson corre-
lation, the mean and standard deviation of absolute difference and the sum of 
squared difference are all smaller in mutual information. But take in account 
of the scale level of sample values itself, we compute the percentage of mean. 
The global correlation coefficient is slightly better than mutual inforamtion. 
However according to formula (2.10), mutual information should also remain 
invariant under continuous and strictly increasing transformations, but the 
changcs shown in Tabic 2.2 is not consistent with this finding. The reason 
behind this could be the easily caused bias in the estimation of mutual infor-
mation. It can be caused by finite number of observations or the variance due 
to tiansformation. The difficulty and bias in estimation of mutual information 
makes this measurement less attractive. 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 
ill this chapter, we briefiy introduce three commonly used linear correlation 
cocfficicnts for financial series, the most widel}^ applied Pearson correlation co-
efficient, Kendall's tau rank correlation, and Spearman's rho rank correlation. 
Due to the lacking in capturing nonlinear relationship of linear correlations, 
we consider the newly adopted mutual information in measuring dependence 
of financial variables. 
After a brcif review on the information theoretic concept, including entropy, 
mutual information and transformed mutual information, we also introduce 
approaches of estimating mutual information. We focus on histogram-based 
estimator and display its sub groups and properties. In addition, the cop-
ula function is introduced to complete the literature in financial dependence 
measurement. 
To investigate the properties of different correlation measures, wc design 
several experiments based on both artificial data and real world financial time 
series. By synthetic nonlinearl}^ related data, we demonstrate the weakness 
of linear correlation coefficient in measuring nonlinear relationship. A mass 
investigation of mutual iiiforination and correlation coefficient reveals the in-
fluence of outliers to the measurement results. Different locations of outliers 
will cause significant increase or decrease to Pearson correlation. Thus Pearson 
correlation is not stable when outliers are present. An experiment of transfor-
mation invariaiice based on a large amount of stocks demonstrates that rank 
correlations arc invariant under continuous and strictly increasing transfor-
mation. The Pearson correlation has larger changes than rank correlations 
under transformation. But surprisingly, the mutual information has changed 
even larger than Pearson correlation with reference to their own scales. The 
difficulty and easily caused bias in estimating mutual information make this 
measure less attractive. 
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There are advantages and disadvantages about Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient as well aa mutual information. The biggest advantage of Pearson correla-
tion cocfficicnt in financial data set is that there are already a set of established 
theories and applications based on the bivariate normal assumption, such as 
Markowitz portfolio theory, variance-covariance method of Value at Risk, etc. 
It is hard to say which one is better, but only under certain circumstances. To 
smriiiiarize, the pros and cons of Pearson correlation and mutual information 
arc listed as follows. 
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Pearson Correlation 
Pros: 
• Easy and efficient to compute. 
• Capture positive and negative correlation. 
• Can apply to established theory and applications. 
Cons: 
• Can not capture nonlinear dependence. 
• Sensitive to outliers. 
M u t u a l Information 
Pros: 
• Can capturc both linear and nonlinear dcpendencc. 
• Not sensitive to outliers. 
Cons: 
• Difficult to compute, bias in estimation. 
• Not a metric, can not display positivity or negativity of correlations. 
• Intractable in large scale finance data. 
Chapter 3 
Clustered Dynamic Conditional 
Correlation Model 
Correlation analysis is important to identify interacting pairs of time series 
across multiple time series data sets. In financial time series analysis, the 
correlations are always critical inputs for the common tasks of financial man-
agenieiit. In this section, we will review the previous multivariate GARCH 
models cspccially the Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) models. Based 
on previous DCC models we propose the new Clustered Dynamic Conditional 
Correlation Multivariate GARCH model. 
3.1 Background Review 
3.1.1 G A R C H Model 
First of all, we give a background introduction to famous GARCH model fam-
ily. Volatility of a single financial time series is a significant risk measure. Tra-
ditionally volatility is represented by variance (or standard deviation). This 
ineasure of volatility is unconditional and does not recognize the interesting 
patterns in asset volatility, e.g., time varying and clustering properties. Over 
the last two decades various models are introduced to capture and forecast 
26 
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these pat terns in volatility. One of the important volatility models is the au-
toregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) proposed by Engie in 1982 
28], which propose a model where the volatility depends on past information. 
In 1986，Bollerslev [11] extends the ARCH model into generalized autore-
gressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH), which better captures the 
time-varying volatility and clustering effect of a single financial time series. 
Let tji denote a real-valued discrete-time stochastic process, and ih the 
information set of all information through time t. The GARCH(p，q) process 
is then given by: 
yt\A � ( 3 . 1 ) 
Ih = o;o + + . . . + a^yf.q + Pi lh- i + . . . + Pt-jJh-p (3.2) 
<7 P 
= + ^iyt-i + Y^ Pih-u 
where 
P > 0 , ( 7 > 0 (3.3) 
a'o > 0, Q'i > 0, i = ! , . . . , ( / , 
A > 0, i = l , . . . , p . 
For 二 0 the process reduces to the ARCH(q) process, and for p 二 q = 0, ijt 
is simply white noise. 
The simplest but most used GARCH model is of course the GARCH(1,1) 
model. The process {/yj is modeled b》'： 
Vt = � q = (3.4) 
The standardized residuals £t is i.i.d.(0,l) and at can be expressed in terms 
of previous yt and cit. 
ht = = uj + m/t-i + f^ cif—i (3.5) 
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Figure 3.1: Return and Volatility of Hang Seng Index 
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where uj > 0, cv > 0,/:^ > 0, a + P < 1 and {yt, at) is a strictly stationary 
solution of (3.4) and (3.5). ht is so called the volatility of the time series. 
When modeling stock return series, yt is alwa)巧 the mean-corrccted return 
process. To give a visual illustration, Figure 3.1 presents an example of the 
Hang Seng Index daily return series Vt and corresponding volatility ht fitted by 
GARCH(1,1) model. It clearly demonstrate the time-varying and clustering 
effect of volatility. 
The GARCH(1,1) model, simple though, is the most widely used and 
proven to be successful in modeling conditional variance. There are also many 
varied GARCH models proposed in the literature, Exponential GARCH , GJR-
GARCH, Threshold GARCH, Quadratic GARCH, etc. However all kinds of 
diverse GARCH models are not our research focus. Interested readers are 
clircctcd to [13, 35’ 57’ 70, 81]. Through out this paper, GARCH(1,1) is used. 
3.1.2 Multivariate GARCH model 
Multivariate GARCH models are a natural extension of univariate GARCH 
models. The obvious application of Multivariate GARCH models is the study 
of the relations between the volatilitica and co-volatilitics of several markets 
7, 39, 41, 45], A related issue is whether the correlations between asset re-
turns change over time. Are they higher during periods of higher volatility? 
Are they increasing in the long run, probably because of the globalization of 
financial markets? Such issues can be studied directly by using a multivariate 
model and specif3,ing the dynamics of covariances or correlations. Many vari-
ant models have been proposed in this respect. The general VEC model [14] 
siinpl}' generalize the formulation of H t . The BEKK model [29] is a special 
case of VEC model. The difficulty when estimating a VEC or BEKK model is 
the high number of unknown parameters, even after imposing several restric-
tions. It is thus not surprising that these models are rarely used when the 
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number of series is larger than 3 or 4. 
In 199(3, Bollerylev proposed Constant Conditional Correlation model (CCC) 
12) in which the conditional corrlcations are constant and thus the conditional 
covariances are proportional to the corresponding conditional standard devia-
tions. This restriction greatly reduces the number of unknown parameters and 
simplifies the estimation. The CCC model is defined as: 
H t = D t R D t = {p,j . / h ^ t ) (3.6) 
where 
D t = d i a g { ^ t } (3.7) 
h i j can be defined as any univariate GARCH model, and 
R 二 { , ) � } (3.8) 
is a symmetdc positive definite matrix with pu = 1, Vi. 
The original CCC model has a GARCH (1,1) specification for each condi-
tional variance in D t : 
lii^ t = + oii^lt-i + i 二 l，...’iV (3.9) 
This CCC model contains N(N + 5)/2 parameters. The assumption that 
the conditional correlations arc constant may seem unrealistic in many em-
pirical applications. To describe the time-varying features of the correlations, 
Engle presented a new class of models called Dynamic Conditional Correla-
tion (DCC) GARCH model tha t not only preserve the ease of estimation of the 
CCC model but. also allows the correlations to change over time. Engle adds 
to the CCC a limited dynamic in the correlations, introducing a GARCH-typc 
structure. [44，71, 79, 82] can be referred to for detailed survey. 
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3.2 D C C Multivariate GARCH Models 
3.2.1 D C C G A R C H Model 
Given A^-climensioii assets, the multivariate DCC GARCH(1,1) Model [27] is 
defined as 
Ht = DtRtDt where Dt = diag{y/K^t� (3.10) 
Hi is the N X IV conditional covariance matrix of mean zero return series. 
Rt = (3.11) 
where the conditional covariance matrix of standardized residuals Q^ = {(/t’ij} 
is given by: 
Q^ = {l-a-P)Q + + (3.12) 
Each of the assets follows a univariate GARCH process. £t is a vector 
of univariate GARCH residuals defined as £t = Df^jt. Q is the N x N 
unconditional variance matrix of £,.，in line with standard univariate GARCH 
result. 
V ^ 0 0 . . . 0 
… 0 卿 1 0 ... 0 
Qt = . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . y/qt,NN 
is a diagonal matrix composed of square root of the diagonal elements 
of Qt . It is introduced to ensure that Rt is correlation matrix. The t)胡cal 
element of R i will be of the form 
Qt.ij 
Pt,ij = ^ — 
Qt,iiqt,jj 
Positive dcfinitivcncss of the DCC-GARCH is controlled by the correlation 
function and depends on parameter restrictions, namely a and f3 are non-
negative scalar numbers satisfying c\ -\- p < 1. The drawback of DCC model 
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is that parameters (\ and {3 are scalars, so that all the conditional correlations 
obey the same dynamics. This constraint is too tight to model all the assets 
accuratcly. 
3.2.2 Generalized D C C GARCH Model 
A simple extension on DCC GARCH model was proposed b}^  Engle [26], who 
suggested the following Generalized DCC trying to solve the constraints of 
equal dynamics for all correlations 
Qt = (it -A-B)oQ^-Ao et-isjii + Bo (3.13) 
where is a vcctor of ones and o is the Hadamard product of two identically 
sized matrices, which is computed simply via element by element multiplica-
tion. A, B are N x N symmetric matrices each composed of TV x (TV + l ) / 2 
differont parameters. The Generalized DCC model simply expands the param-
eter fv, fJ into parameter matrices A, B, in which cach pair of series has its own 
dynamics. The Generalized DCC model seem to solve the constraint of equal 
dynamics of DCC model by allowing each pair to follow different changing 
correlations by its own. However the full matrix generalization incurs large 
increase in the number of parameters, especially when N is high. It is hard to 
maintain tmctability, which make the model unattractive. 
3.2.3 Block-DCC G A R C H Model 
The dynamics in DCC model are constrained to be identical for all the corre-
lations, which is regarded as unnecessaiy restrictions. Billio thus release the 
constraints by introducing a block-diagonal structure to capture the important 
dcpcnclcncc [8, 9, 10], 
The idea of Block-DCC GARCH model is to group the assets based on 
their businesa nature and constrain the dynamics to be the same within each 
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section. The model has the same formulation as (3.13). But the parameter 
matrices have certain patterns. N assets are manually grouped into w sets of 
dimension 772,1,7712, • . . rriw rcspcctivcly. t j indicates a column vector of ones of 
J dimension. Therefore the parameter matrix A is formed as (3.14). Similarly 
can matrix B be expressed. 
A = \ \ ••. ； (3.14) 
To illustrate the format dearly, a specific example is given in (3.15) with 
N = 3, w = 2 and m! = 2,爪2 = 1. For a DCC GARCH(1,1) model, only 
III + ii)(iu — l ) / 2 parameters is needed for each parameter matrix. 
«11 «12 
a i l ttii OLn 
(3.15) 
ai2 ai2 OL22 
Tlic problem of Block-DCC model lies in the manual sectorial allocation 
approach. For example, in [9] the Italian Mibtel general index is grouped into 
three major sectors: Industrials, Services and Finance. This kind of grouping 
request a priori knowledge of the stock market and the criteria of sections are 
subjcctivc. Sometimes the sections arc simply based on the business nature 
of the companies. Therefore it would be difficult to catcgorizc for those listed 
companies which cover various areas including finance, utility and industry. 
However even if the categorizing is easy, the grouping method is not reasonable 
across all assets. Stocks in the same sector can perform distinctively along the 
time period. In addition, correlation is a concept involving a pair of stocks. 
It would be unreasonable to group similar single stocks to share the same 
d3niainics. 
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3.3 Clustered D C C GARCH Model 
To solve the problems of previous DCC models, we propose a novel Clustered 
DCC model which dus ter similar correlations between stock pairs together. 
The correlations are observed to change similarly due to certain impact [61]. 
For example, the correlations between US Dollar and other currencies drop 
when USD appreciates, raise when USD depreciates. Even though the correla-
tion of each pair of stocks is different from others, it is convenient to consider 
there arc groups of pairs that have dose dynamics of the correlations. By 
clustering the stock pairs, the correlation model can share the same dynamics 
within the same cluster. Thus close correlations between stock pairs are shar-
ing the same parameters. This extension allows flexibility of the DCC model 
without introducing large amount of parameters. 
To clarify our model, a framework is depictcd in Fig. 3.2. The rcctanglcs 
�Tpi’cscnt da ta while rounded rcctanglcs indicate operations. In phase 1, each 
single asset is modeled by univariate GARCH, and the standardized residuals 
£t of all the series are obtained. In phase 2，Minimum Distance Estimation 
(MDE) is applied on £t to obtain the parameters matrix AQ and BQ, which 
arc then clustered to form a duster structure These arc detailed discusscd 
in this section. £t and ( arc then plugged in Phase 3 to estimate parameter 
matr ix A and B. Both univariate GARCH model and multivariate correlation 
model are employing Maximum Likelihood Estimation, which will be given in 
section 3.4.1. 
The major clifFcrcncc of our model from DCC GARCH models is the extra 
par t Phase 2. In original DCC model, the standardized residuals from each 
univariate GARCH model are directly used to estimate parameters of DCC 
model. Ill the proposed Clustered DCC (CDCC) model, there is an extra step 
2, ill which the cluster structure is employed to construct clustered parame-
ter matrices. The parameters arc then estimated applying Quasi Maximum 
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Figure 3.2: CDCC Model Framework. Phase 1 Univariate GARCH modeling; 
P hasc 2 produce a cluster structure based on the standardized residuals ob-
tained from Phase 1; Phase 3 estimate the parameters of the model and output 
the correlation matrix R/ 
Likelihood estimation with parameters clustered in certain structure. 
With reference to DCC model formulation, the CDCC model is slightly 
different in the parameter formations. For k-cliister CDCC model, suppose the 
distinctive parameters used in the parameter matrix A and B are {a i , . . .，a / J 
and {/3i , . . . ,/3/c} respectively, the k-clustcr CDCC model can be formulated as, 
for each stock pair (z, j ) 
i^tAj = Qt,ij/VQtMQtjj (3-16) 
Qt,ij = (1 - Aj - Bij)Qij + Aij£t-u£t-ij + BijQt-i,ij (3.17) 
where Aij = Bij 二 ps when stock pair ( i j ) is in cluster .s, s = 1, ...，/>•;. 
The univariate process are modeled using GARCH(1,1) as in DCC model. 
The CDCC model can be regarded as a highly generalization of previous 
DCC models. The novel clustering idea not only provides flexibility to the 
modeling of various multivariate series, but also unify the family of DCC mod-
els. The original DCC GARCH model is the single (the least) cluster case 
of our model, and the Generalized DCC GARCH model can be regarded as 
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N X {N - l ) / 2 (the most) clusters case. The Block-DCC model could also 
be regarded as a special case, in which stock pairs with each belonging to the 
same category respectively is in the same cluster for CDCC model. 
3.3.1 Minimum Distance Estimation (MDE) 
To cluster similar dynamics of stock pairs, we aim to coarsely estimate the 
parameter set for each pair. However, directly appl)如g Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation on all possible pairs of stocks will cause extremely high computa-
tion complexity. In contrast, MDE [4], by minimizing the Mahalanobis dis-
tance of a vector of sample autocorrelations from the corresponding population 
autocorrelations, provides more efficient estimation, and requires no strong dis-
tributional assumptions. For completeness we briefly review MDE here. When 
(y + p < 1. the GARCH(1,1) proccss can be represented as: 
= - « - " ) + ayl, + pa^ (3.18) 
The first g autocorrelations of the squared series y�are in the vector 
p' = [/；!, f)2：.. •, ()g]. From a realization of the process the sample auto-
correlations are given by p = [pi, p2, • . . , Pg]^ for t = 1, 2,..., T 
Y l U v f - f Y 
and is the sample mean. 
According to [23] the autocorrelation p' can be derived from the parameter 
vector A of the univariate GARCH model, here specifically a, (3. 
( , a'P � 
+ 广 for k>2 
with constrain Sa'^ + 2a(5 + < 1. 
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From [5], there is convergence in distribution 
where C iw the g x g matr ix with (i,j)th element given by 
00 
Cij = ^ipk+i + Pk-i - 2pipk){pk+j + Pk-j - '^PjPk) 
k=l 
Witli the theoretical support above, the parameters of a stable GARCH(1,1) 
model can be estimated from the autocorrelations of the squared process. 
A = arg rnin{S} = arg min{{p — p ( 入 — p(入))} 
The optimal weighting matr ix is W = A consistent estimator of C is C, 
the (J X () sample counterpart of C. with (i,j)th, element given by 
oo 
hj = ^(h+i + h-i -补if)kW)k+j + pk-j - V^jh) 
k=\ 
Thus, in practice, the desired parameter vector 入 is obtained by minimizing 
S = [ p - p ( \ ) Y c - \ p - p { \ ) ) (3.19) 
3.3.2 Clustered D C C (CDCC) based on M D E 
Since the variance matrix Q^ in (3.17) has similar derivation as (3.18), we 
apply MDE on the autocorrelations of the cross product of two standardized 
residual series to estimate parameters a , p for each series pair (/', j ) . 
For a pair of stock (?：,;;) where = 1 , 2 , . . . , N i + j�there are totally 
N = N � N - l)/ '2 pairs. The sample autocorrelation of lag A; is defined by 
— v^T / NO 
where I J ^ is the sample mean. The a , p parameter of each pair should be 
obtained by applying MDE (3.19). 
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Cluster Mark Entries 
0 (1,2) (1,3) (3,4) 
2 � (1,4) (2,4) 
3 A (2,3) 
Table 3.1: Clustering Result Example 
The parameter sets of total M pairs will form two NxN symmetric matrices 
AQ and BQ respectively. AQ and BQ are matrices of initial parameters without 
diagonal entries, which will then be used to form clusters. By clustering the 
Af X 2 parairieters into k clusters, we obtain a cluster structure Different 
from the parameter matrix of Block-DCC model in (3.14), the duster structure 
does not result in neatly partitioned blocks. Entries in the same cluster usually 
scatter in the matrix. This is mainly due to the clustering is pair-wisel}^ for 
CDCC model while the grouping of Block-DCC is based on single stocks. Here 
we use another specific example to illustrate the structure. 
Assume wc have A, = 4 stocks, thus there will be 4 x (4 - l ) / 2 二 6 pairs 
of stocks. Suppose the 6 pairs are clustered into 3 clusters, see Table 3.1. The 
three different marks represent the three clusters. Then the clusters structure 
denoted as C is： 
" - 0 0 ^ " 
C 二 • - A O (3.20) 
0 A - 0 
The entries with the same mark corresponding to the entries in a same 
cluster will apply the same parameters of the dynamic conditional correlation 
model. The cluster structure is the same for both parameter matrices A and 
B . There arc no representations in the diagonal bccausc the (z，?:）pair is not 
in the dus te r sample. 
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Suppose the distinctive parameters used in the k-cluster parameter ma-
trix A and B are {a,i’ …，afc} and { p i , . . . , jSk} respectively, the formation of 
CDCC model is, for cach stock pair (?:，j) 
R � = ^ ^ (3.21) 
Qt,tj = (1 - Aij — Bij)Qij + Aij€t-i,iSt-i,j + BijQt-i,ij (3.22) 
where Aij = a , , Bij = (jg when stock pair (?,, j ) is in cluster s, s = 1 , . . . , /c. 
Q,j represents the unconditional covariancc of stock pair (i, j ) . 
The k distinctive parameters arc filling into Nx N matrix according to the 
structure to form parameter matrices A and B. The (z, i) pair are not taken 
into clustering, because the diagonal entry of variance-covariance matrix Q^ 
represents the variance of a single stock, while the off-diagonal entries indicate 
the covariancc between two stocky, and they obey different dynamics. To 
maintain Q^ a covariancc matrix, the diagonal of A, B will take the same 
parameters in line with the subscripts. In other words, when computing Qt,ij, 
parameters in and Ajj will be the same as Aij. This helps maintain the 
positive definitiveiiess of Rt, 
The DCC GARCH model is the single (the least) cluster ease of our model, 
and the Generalized DCC GARCH model can be regarded as A^  x (N - l ) / 2 
(the most) clusters case. The Block-DCC model could also be regarded as a 
special ease, in which stock pairs with each belonging to the same category 
respectively is in the same cluster for CDCC model. Our novel model highly 
generalizes multivariate correlation models. It is more flexible than DCC model 
by differentiating various dynamics among stock pairs. At the meantime, it 
saves considerable amount of parameters and raises efficiency compared to 
Generalized DCC GARCH. 
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3.4 Clustering Method Selection 
Due to the iiiiysiiig of ground truth, we could not verify the clustering accuracy 
of real world stock series. Thus wc simulated data set that is artificially clus-
tered in certain structure, and compare the clustering result with the target 
to evaluate the accuracy of different clustering methods in order to choose a 
suitable clustering algorithm 
The generation process is the reverse course of the model. First of all 
wc initialize N x parameters matrix A and B with randomly generated 
cluster structure The unconditional covariance matrix Q is obtained by 
randomly select N x N principle siibmatrix from a covariance matrix of real 
data. Then for each day t.�Q^, Rt can be derived from (3.16),(3.17)iteratively. 
The standardized residuals are composed by £t = R^J^^t, where €t is randomly 
generating N dimension i.i.d.(0,l) data. By the linear transformation, Rt 
bccomcs the correlation matrix of standardized residuals st-
Once £i are generated, MDE and Clustering are applied to obtain the 
estimated cluster structure Q. To evaluate the correctness of C from original C, 
we define the clustering accuracy bus the ratio of the correctly clustered sample 
nil nib cr to total ainouiit of samples. With the help of matching matrix, it is 
computed by the tracc of matching matrix over sum of the matrix. Given an 
example in Table 3.2, totally 27 samples, 
(5 + 3 + 11) 
accuracy = — = 0.7037. 
We regard one single process of synthetic data generation and accuracy esti-
mation as one iteration. 
Fig. 3.3 shows the accuracy of different methods with different number of 
stocks and clusters. Since the dimension and size of the data to be clustered is 
not high, only some popular yet simple clustering techniques are considered. 
The clustering methods compared in this experiment are: Kineans using Eii-
clidcan cliytaiicc; Kincans using Cosine distance; Hierarchical Clustering; and 
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Cluster 1 5 3 0 
Cluster 2 2 3 1 
Cluster 3 0 2 11 
Table 3.2: Matching Matrix Example 
0 91 . 1 
[n B ~ Kmeans Euclidean 
~ ~ ^ K m e a n s Cosine 
A Hierarchical 
^ ^ ^ ^ ~ 0 A d j u s t e d Kmeans 
囊 : 
0.5 -
4S2C: 4 stocks in 2 clusters 
0.4' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
4S2C 6S3C 8S4C 10S5C 12S6C 14S7C 
Data size and Cluster number 
Figure 3.3: Clustering Accuracy of Different Methods and Data Sets 
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Adjusted Kmeans. Considering the remarkable scale difference of « and the 
Adjusted Kmeans refers to Kmeans applying on sample data that are adjusted 
to the same scalc. For statistic purpose, wc run 50 iterations for each specific 
stock and cluster case (corresponding to the horizontal axis tick in Fig. 3.3) 
to computc the average accuracy. 
According to the figure, there is no significant performance difference be-
tween the algorithms when the stock and cluster numbers are small. The four 
lines arc quite closc for the first three entries. However Hierarchical clustering 
algorithm outperforms other algorithms when stock and cluster numbers be-
come larger. Based on this result, the Hierarchical method is adopted in the 
real world da ta application shown in section 4.1. 
3.5 Mode l Est imation and Testing Method 
In this section, Maximum Likelihood Estimation is introduced to estimate pa-
rameters of the proposed model. In addition, we introduce Box Pierce Statistic 
Test for model fitness evaluation. 
3.5.1 M a x i m u m Likelihood Estimation 
A useful feature of the DCC models is that they can be estimated consistently 
using a two-step approach. It was showed in [27] that the loglikelihood can 
be writ ten as the sum of a mean and volatility part (depending on a set of 
unknown parameters Oi) and a correlation part (depending on O2). Following 
the DCC model, wc adopt two-step Queusi-Maximum Likelihood estimation. 
Corresponding to Fig. 3.2，univariate GARCH models arc estimated for 
each return series, in Phase 1. The standardized residuals obtained from Phase 
1 and the cluster s tructure obtained from Phase 2 are used to estimate the pa-
rameters of the dynamic correlation. Denote the parameters of the univariate 
GARCH inodcly and the parameters of the dynamic correlation by Oi and O2 
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respectively. Recalling that the conditional variance matrix of a CDCC model 
can be expressed as 
Ht = DtRiDf 
For 八厂-dimensional proccss y^, the likelihood of the model can be written as: 
1 T 
Locj[A0u02\yt) = "2 + loy(\Ht\) + ytH;'yJ] 
"t=i 
1 T 
=Y.^Nlocj(27r) + locj(\D,RtDt\) + R；'D;'yJ] 
“ t= i 
1 T 
=J2^Nlog{2Tr) + 2log(\Dt\) + log(\Rt\) + BtR;'sJ] 
1 t=i 
In Phase 1, an inefficient but consistent esimator of parameter 6i can be 
found by replacing Rt with an identity matrix of size N. 
1 T 
\YT) = --Y.[NIOCJ(2TT) + locjilr,) + 2locj{\Dt\) + y,D；'Ij/D;'yJ] 
一 t=i 
In Phase 3, log likelihood is conditional on the parameters estimated in Phase 
1 
1 T 
LogL[02\0,,y,) = - - Y}Nlog[2'K) + log[Rt) + 2log(\D,\) + 
£( = DT^yt are standardized residuals obtained from univariate GARCH 
process. It is easier to exclude the constant terms and simply maximize: 
1 ^ 
LogL(0-2\B,) = - - Y,Vog(\Rt\) + ejRi'st] 
Parameters obtained by Quasi-Maximum Likelihood estimation in Phase 3 
are plugged into A, B according to the cluster structure to form the parameter 
matrix of the model. 
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3.5.2 Box-Pierce Statistic Test 
It is always important to evaluate the effectiveness of different kind of models. 
According to [31, 78, 77], compared with other alternatives, the Box-Pierce Q 
statist ic based on the cross-product of the standardized residuals is easily com-
putable and represents a useful diagnostic for multivariate correlation models. 
In this section, we introduce the Box-Pierce statistic test [64] to assess the 
adequacy of the proposed model. 
Let be the standardized residual for the i-th series, put 
y 
1 . 
4 - 1 = :i 
Ct,ij == < _ . 
^ ^ti-tj - Rt’ij i + j 
where conditional correlation kt�ij = Qt,ij/yjQt,iiQtjj is the estimated Rt,ij. If 
the multivariate conditional model fits the data, there should be no autocor-
relation ill {ct^ij, t > 1} for any fixed = 1，...，N). Define 
M 
k=l 
Qij�k is the sample autocorrelation of at lag k. It is intuitively clear that 
the large value of B[i�j., M) suggests model inadequacy. Thus the smaller the 
value of Box-Pierce test, the better the model. M is set as 5 for experiment in 
next scction. For cach stock pair (i, j ) , B ( i , j : 5) is computed. 
3.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chaptcr, wc reviewed the GARCH model and multivariate GARCH 
model famil}^ to dcscribc the dynamic correlations between multiple financial 
t ime series. To solve the problems of previous DCC and Block-DCC models, 
we propose CDCC model by clustering close dynamics of correlations together. 
It improves the fitness of dynamic conditional correlation estimation. MDE 
method is applied to obtain initial parameters which will be clustered to form 
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a cluster structure, so that similar stock pairs share the same parameters. 
Due to the missing of ground truth, we generate synthetic data to observe 
the clustering accuracy and scalability of different clustering methods. Quasi 
Maximum Likelihood is employed for model estimation. In addition Box-Pierce 
Q statistic test is introduced to evaluate the fitness of the proposed model. 
The proposed cluster structure raises the flexibility of DCC model yet still 
inaintains the parameter parsimony of the model. Previous DCC models in-
cluding DCC, Generalized DCC and Block-DCC can all be regarded as spccial 
cases of the novel CDCC model. The new model unify the DCC models in a 
highly generalized form. The CDCC model could also extend to copula-based 
CDCC model. It can be achieved by simply replacing the multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution assumption. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation function 
will changc accordingly. The CDCC model can be widely used in financial 
applications such as portfolio selection and risk management, which will be 
given in next chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Experimental Result and 
Applications on C D C C 
In this chapter, experimental result based on DCC, Block-DCC and CDCC 
models arc compared in terms of Quasi Maximum Likelihood and Box-Pierce 
statistics. We also conduct applications in portfolio selection and Value at 
Risk to further evaluate the CDCC model. 
4.1 M o d e l Comparison and Analysis 
The da ta set used for siinulation in this section contains the daily divident/split 
adjusted closing return series of 14 stocks selcctcd from Hang Seng Index con-
sti tutes. These stocks arc: { 0001.HK, 0002.HK, 0003.HK, 0004.HK, 0005.HK, 
0006.HK, UUIO.HK, 0011.HK, 0012.HK, 0013.HK, 0016.HK, 0019.HK, 0023.HK, 
0293.1 IK}. The da ta period ranges from Jan 1990 to Sep 2007, result in 4135 
observations for each stock. In order to investigate various changing dynamics 
ill this long term period, wc chop the da ta into five overlapping segments. For 
segment /, 
• training d a t a :力 = 1 + 500(/ — 1 ) � 1 5 0 0 + 500(i - 1) 
• testing data: t = 1501 + 500(i 一 1 ) � 2 0 0 0 + 500(i - 1) 
46 
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Scrvicc r o S . H K 二 冗 f 
0006.HK 
OOOl.HK 0012.HK 
Real estate 0004.HK 0016.HK 
Fiiiaiicc OOlO.HK 0019.HK 
^ 0005.HK „ „ 
Banks , t t t ” 0023.HK OOll.HK 
Tabic 4.1: 14 Hong Kong stocks section 
D C C Block CDCC 
Cluster 1 — 2 一 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 
QML train -240()8.2~ -24007.7 "-24004.8 -24003.6 -24000.6 -23996.6 
QML tebT~ -7820.72 -7819.13 "-7816.96 "^816.92 -7814.厂-7814.04 
BP train~~ 5.2257 5.2246 5.2224 ~5.2140 5.2146 5.2109 5.1993 
BP test 5.0428 5.0335 4.9441 4.9437 4.9437 4.9448 4.9422 
Tabic 4.2: Summary of different models 
For Block-DCC model, the 14 stocks are manually classed into two major 
scctors: Scrvicc and Financc (including banks and real estate company), as 
shown in Tabic 4.1. The sections arc determined based on their business 
nature with reference to the Block-DCC example [8 . 
To compare Clustered DCC (CDCC) model with original DCC and Block-
DCC models, Qiifksi Maximum Likelihood (QML) and Box-Pierce (BP) Test 
arc coiiductcd on the five segments. For cach segment, the model parameters 
arc estimated using QML on training data (or in sample data), and then the 
estimated models are applied on testing data (or out of sample data). The 
average results of five segments are presented in Table 4.2 modeled by DCC, 
Block-DCC, and CDCC with various cluster numbers . The train and test in 
the first column stands for result of training data and testing data respectively. 
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Cluster Time(s) Out of sample QML Out of sample B P ‘ 
1 ^ -7719.21 6.210 
2 18.96 -7718.90 6.198 
3 56.15 -7716.32 6.130 
4 101.59 -7714.26 6.104 
5 146.15 -7712.61 6.121 
10 485.84 -7721.29 6.157 
20 1430.61 -7732.36 6.218 
30 2445.17 -7764.88 6.220 
40 3531.26 -7758.88 6.223 
50 4685.86 -7773.93 6.219 
60 6010.33 -7771.69 6.180 
70 7315.92 -7790.54 6.221 
80 8770.12 -7801.95 6.272 
90 10841.65 -7807 66 6.250 
Table 4.3: Time consumption and out of sample QML, average BP value of 
different duster iiumbcry. DCC is the 1-cluster spccial ease of CDCC 
It is apparent that the CDCC model outperforms DCC and Block-DCC 
models in training data and testing data in terms of both QML and Box-
Picrcc Test. Interestingly the result of all CDCC models is nearl}^ in dircct 
proportion with the number of dusters. When the dusters increase, QML 
increases and BP value decreases, indicating higher model fitness. Therefore 
how to determine the number of clusters will be a compromise between model 
fitness and computation efficiency. However if the number of clusters exceeds 
ccrtaiii level, the estimated parameters of some clusters would be extremely 
closc. Then the dynamics of these dusters will not distinguish, that is why 
additional clusters would not be necessary. 
In order to examine the computational cost with respect to the different 
cluster number of CDCC model, we specifically experiment and record the 
time used for training 500 days of the 14 stocks. Since 14 stocks totally make 
91 pairs, the maximum number of dusters is 90. Wc apply the estimated 
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Figure 4.1: Computational Time of different cluster numbers 
model oil the another 500 days to compute the out of sample QML and Box-
Picrcc tcyt value. The result is displayed in Tabic 4.3 with time consumption 
in scconds. All the experiments arc performed on a desktop pc with 2G Hz 
Intel CPU and IGB RAM. 
Figure 4.1 shows the relationship of the consuming time to the number of 
cluster k. Based on the result of this experiment, given the same dimension of 
assets and same length of training data, the computational cost is a quadratic 
function of k. For 14 stocks of 500 days, the time used for training a 10-clustcr 
CDCC model is nearly 8 minutes. But the time used for 90-cluster CDCC is 
over 3 hours, which is intolerable for the swiftl}^ changing market. Besides, the 
out of sample QML and BP value begin deteriorate when the cluster number 
is over 20. Uyually when the cluytcr number is too large, most of the clusters 
only contain one pair and all the left arc in a big duster, which could probably 
cause the model to over fit. The CDCC model provides an alternative of DCC 
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model or Generalized DCC model for practitioners to determine flexibly based 
on the intrinsic feature of financial data and the time budget. 
4.2 Portfolio Selection Application 
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed model we conduct a port-
folio sclcction application on the aaiiic data act in scction 4.1. The optimal 
portfolio derived from a better model should have better performance in terms 
of risk-return trade-off. There are various portfolio optimization approaches 
in literature [15, 47’ 46], However the portfolio optimization algorithm is not 
our focus. We just apply the classical Markowitz portfolio theory [50], which 
is to balancc in miiiiiiiiziiig the risk and maximizing the portfolio return. 
Let r t be the vcctor of asset returns with conditional mean jit and condi-
tional covariance matrix Ht at time t. uji is a vector of non-negative weights 
sum up as 1. Then the portfolio return can be computed by 
p T 
'>t = ^t Tt 
The risk of the portfolio is measured by the variance of the rf , which can be 
expressed as 
u/[Ht�t. 
H t is the variancc-covariancc matrix of returns obtained by equation (3.10). 
The data set is the same as section 4.1. But the model training process 
is different. The portfolio application is conducted on the five segments of 
training data each size 500, based on a 1500 length moving window. For given 
time t, the conditional mean 叫 is estimated by moving average of historical 
returns, and Ht is prcdictcd by different models using data from t — 1500 up 
to - 1. The optimal portfolio weight iOt is obtained by solving 
rnin{u;jHti*Jt/^Jlk}- (4.1) 
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M o d e l Seg 1 Seg 2 Seg 3 Seg 4 Seg 5 M e a n Annual 
Return 
AvgPort -0.860 0.125 -0.314 1.040 0.526 0.1034 2.62% 
DCC -0.286 -0.098 -0.259 0.978 0.685 0.2042 5.23% 
CDCC -0 .173 -0.025 -0 .131 0.989 0.701 0 .2722 7.04% 
Table 4.4: Average Daily Portfolio Return of different models 
The realized portfolio return is ff = Cj^Vt- The above steps repeat and the 
portfolio rebalances every trading day. 
Table 4.4 shows the average of realized daily portfolio return for each seg-
inciit，and the mean value of 5 segments. Annual Return is computed using 
the mean daily return for approximately 250 trading da3^s per year. AvgPort 
is portfolio with equal weight. It provides the level of average market perfor-
mance as a reference. 6-cliister CDCC model is used in this experiment, and 
it constantly outperfoniis the DCC model for every segment. Thus the CDCC 
model achieves considerably higher annual return than DCC and equal weight 
portfolio. 
We also notice that there are two segments the average portfolio beats our 
CDCC model. In segment 2, the average market has positive return but CDCC 
is slightly below 0. This may due to the training data. We can notice that 
the average return in segment 1 is a huge loss. Thus the training data and 
testing data have severely different features. The models estimated by previous 
da ta may not adjust to current market change. But CDCC has prevented 
tremendous loss in segment 1. In segment 4，the average return is very high. 
The models in such scenario is not effective since the overall market is up. It 
seems that CDCC has better performance compared to average market when 
the whole market is down. 
From the dramatic change of average portfolio returns in the five segments, 
we can tell this is a long volatile period covers both bear and bull market. But 
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the CDCC model performs more consistently than the market, it nearly triples 
tlie animal return of average market. The CDCC model also constantly beat 
DCC model in all the data set. 
4.3 Value at Risk Application 
Value at Risk (VaR) is the maximum lo«y not excccdcd with a given probability 
defined as the confidcncc level, over a given period of time. It is widely ap-
plied in finance for quantitative risk management as an industry-wide standard 
30, 34, 60]. VaR is being used for several needs; risk reporting, risk limits, 
regulatory capital, internal capital allocation and performance measurement. 
According to [51], the VaR is a forecast of a given percentile, usually in 
the lower tail, of the distribution of returns on a portfolio over some period 
A(. Given some confidence level a G (0,1)，the VaR of the portfolio at the 
confidence level rv is given by the smallest number I such that the probability 
tha t the loss L exceeds I is not larger than (1 — «) 
VaR,, = inf{l e : P(L > / ) < ! - « } - inf{l G ^ ： Fl{1) > a} (4.2) 
where Fi is the distribution function of the portfolio return from time t-Aitot. 
Equivalcntly, wc have P{L < VaR^) = a' at time t. This means that wc arc 
100(1 - a )% confident that the loss in the period will not exceed aRa-
A variety methods exists for estimating VaR [32, 58, 59]. Each model has 
its own set of assumptions, but the most common assumption is that historical 
market data is our best estimator for future changes. Common models include: 
1. Historical S imulat ion assuming that asset returns in the future will 
have the same distribution as they had in the past (historical market 
data), 
2. Variai ice-Covariance M e t h o d assuming that risk factor returns arc 
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always (jointly) normally distributed and that the change in portfolio 
value is linearl}^ dependent on all risk factor returns, 
3. Monte Carlo Simulation where future asset returns are more or less 
randoml}^ simulated. 
Wc apply our CDCC model on one-day period VaR application employing 
the Variancc-Covariancc method. In order to investigate versatile stock data, 
we collect 10 stock indexes all over global markets to form a portfolio, including 
AEX of Amsterdam, AORD of Australian, CAC of Paris, DAX, DJA and 
S&P 500 from U.S., FTSE from London, KOSPI from Korea, HSI from Hong 
Kong, and TVVII from Taiwan. The daily returns arc from Jan 2002 to Dcc 
2007. Take into account of the regional factors, the 10 indexes may have 
different market day off. To maintain the effectiveness of correlations, we 
remove the unaligned trading da3,s. Thereafter all 10 data set result in 1331 
aligned trading days, that is 1330 daily return observations. Since the indexes 
from overall the world can not be grouped to sections like the companies listed 
ill one market. Block-DCC can not be applied in this context. Therefore wc 
only compare DCC GARCH and CDCC model with various cluster numbers. 
The first 300 training data are used to estimate the parameters of the 
models. Then for each t from 301 to 1330, the covariance matrix of return 
series H , can be predicted by data up to t - 1 with different models. Then 
the standard deviation of the portfolio is given by: 
CTp = xA^Tfftu； 
where UJ is the vector of fixed weights of the portfolio. The normality as-
sumption allows us to z-scale the predicted portfolio standard deviation to 
appropriate confidence level. 
VciRa = (4.3) 
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Figure 4.2: Out of sample one step ahead estimated 95% level portfolio VaR 
(modeled by CDCC-4) and observed portfolio returns for Portfolio 2 
2a is the critical value for corresponding confidence level. For 95% confidence 
level, z = —1.645; for 99% confidence level, z = -2 .33. 
Figure 4.2 displays an example of the estimated 95% level VaR and the 
portfolio returns for Portfolio 2. The data points represents the portfolio return 
observations, the curve is the predicted VaR loss. For any points drop below 
the curve represents the loss is larger than expected. Table 4.5 shows the results 
of VaR for three portfolios at 95% and 99% level. Portfolio 1 is equal weighted 
portfolio of the 10 indexes, portfolio 2 is a uneven combination, portfolio 3 is 
a hedge portfolio. The weight vcctors arc given below: 
• wi = [0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1]T 
• 0；2 - [0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.05,0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0 .05f 
• u;；! - [0.1, 0.3, - 0 . 2 , 0.2’ - 0 . 1 , 0.2, 0.1, - 0 .1 , 0.3, 0.2]^ 
It is demonstrated that in all three different portfolios, CDCC model pro-
vides a better result in the VaR estimation for both cv = 0.05 and a = 0.01. 
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Por t fo l i o M o d e l cv 0.05 g = 0.01 
DCC GARCH 0.0437(45) 0.0165(17) 
CDCC 2-Clustcr 0.0418(43) 0.0155(16) 
oittoiio CDCC 3-Cluster 0.0398(41) 0.0136(14) 
CDCC 4-ClustGr 0.0389(40) 0 .0136(14) 
DCC GARCH 0.0301(31) 0.0117(12) 
CDCC 2-Cluster 0.0292(30) 0.0107(11) 
“ CDCC 3-Cluster 0.0292(30) 0.0107(11) 
CDCC 4-Clustei, 0.0292(30) 0.0097(10) 
DCC GARCH 0.0554(57) 0.0253(26) 
CDCC 2-Clustcr 0.0525(54) 0.0243(25) 
CDCC 3-Cliister 0 .0505(52) 0.0233(24) 
CDCC 4-Cliistcr 0.0515(53) 0 .0224(23) 
Table 4.5: Proportion of observations (number of observations in brackets) 
where the portfolio loss exceeds the estimated VaR for a = 0.05 and 0.01 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
A comparison between DCC, Block-DCC and CDCC models is made based 
on the QML and Box-Pierce test result. Theoretically the more cluster of 
CDCC model, the better the performance. However the computational cost 
also increases quadratically. The experiment result reveal that the cluster 
iiuinber should not exceed certain level, otherwise the model would be over 
fitting. The CDCC model provides an alternative of DCC model or Generalized 
DCC model for practitioners to determine flexibly based on the intrinsic feature 
of financial data and the time budget. 
Furthermore we apply two financial applications utilizing the forecast corre-
lations of the CDCC model. A simple portfolio application is conducted based 
oil the Markowitz modern portfolio theory. The CDCC model performs more 
consistently than the market, it nearly triples the annual return of average 
market. The CDCC model also constantly beat DCC model in all the five seg-
ment data. It achieves considerably higher annual portfolio return than DCC 
model. A Value at Risk application is performed as a risk management met-
ric using the variancc-covariancc method. This time rather than using Hong 
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Kong stock data, we explore international markets. The data set is 10 stock 
indexes from all over the world. We experiment three different portfolios, the 
equal weighted, unequal weighted, and hedge portfolio. The back test on the 
three portfolios at 95% and 99% consistently demonstrate better performance 
of CDCC model over DCC model. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
Tn this thesis, wc exploit various methods and models to estimate financial cor-
relations and the dynamics of the correlations. We briefly introduce three com-
monly used linear correlation coefficients for financial series, the most widely 
applied Pearson correlation coefficient, Kendall's tan rank correlation, and 
Spearman's rho rank correlation. Due to the lacking in capturing nonlinear 
relationship of linear correlations, wc consider the newly adopted mutual infor-
mation in measuring dependence of financial variables. In addition, the cop-
ula function is introduced to complete the literature in financial dependence 
measurement. But the experiments focus on linear correlation and mutual 
iiifonnatioii, which only result in single nuinbcra. 
By synthetic nonlincaiiy related data, we demonstrate the weakness of lin-
ear correlation coefficient in measuring nonlinear relationship. A mass inves-
tigation of mutual information and correlation coefficient reveals the influence 
of outliers to the measurement results. Different locations of outliers will cause 
significant increase or decrefuse to Pearson correlation. Thus Pearson correla-
tion is not stable when outliers arc present. An experiment of transformation 
invariance based on a large amount of stocks demonstrates that rank corre-
lations are invariant under continuous and strictly increasing transformation. 
The Pearson correlation has larger changes than rank correlations under trans-
formation. But surprisingly, the mutual information has changed even larger 
57 
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than Pearson correlation with reference to their own scales. The difficulty and 
easily caused bias in estimating mutual information make this measure less 
attractive. 
There are advantages and disadvantages about Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient as well as mutual information. The major advantage of Pearson correla-
tion in financial data set is that there are already a set of established theories 
and applications based on the bivariate normal assumption, such as Markowitz 
portfolio theory, variancc-covariancc method of Value at Risk, etc. 
These measurements of dependence can only depict or model the correla-
tion for a certain period. In the fast changing financial world, it is noticed 
that the correlations between a pair of assets is also time varying. And for 
different pairs, the correlations follow different dynamics. In order to model 
the time-varying features correlations between multivariate financial time se-
ries, wc reviewed variant multivariate financial time series models. Previously 
presented Dynamic DCC GARCH model families are critical milestones in 
modeling time-varying correlations among multivariate time series. They have 
clear computational advantages over conventional multivariate GARCH mod-
els. However the constraint of equal dynamics among all stock pairs in DCC is 
too tight to model all the assets corrcctly, espccia% when dimension is high. 
The Generalized DCC model completes the diversity of different pairs, but sac-
rifices the efficiency in model estimation. The following proposed Block-DCC 
model is problematic in the manual section approach. 
To solve these problems, wc prcacnt a novel Clustered DCC model which 
extends the previous models b)^  incorporating clustering techniques. Instead 
of using the same parameters for all time series, a cluster structure is produced 
based on the autocorrelations of standardized residuals, in which clustered en-
tries sharing the same dynamics. MDE method is applied to obtain initial 
parameters which will be clustered to form a cliiytcr structure, so that sim-
ilar stock pairs share the same parameters. The proposed duster structure 
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raises the flexibility of DCC model yet still maintains the parameter parsi-
mony of the model. Original DCC, Generalized DCC and Block-DCC models 
can all be regarded as spccial cases of our model. The CDCC model provides 
a framework of utilizing clustering in multivariate time series models. The 
cluster numbers in the experiment of this thesis are predefined. However the 
clustering method can be replaced by any state-of-art clustering techniques to 
automatically determine the nuinber of clusters. The CDCC model could also 
extend to copula-bascd CDCC model. It can be achieved by simply replacing 
the multivariate Gaussian distribution assumption. The Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation function will change accordingly. 
To verify the effectiveness of the whole proposed model, we performed Quasi 
Maximum Likelihood estimation and Box-Pierce Q statistic test to evaluate 
the goocliicss-of-fit. Wc also experiment on the scalability and computational 
cost along with the increasing of cluster numbers. According to our experiment 
record, the consuming time is approximately quadratic function of the number 
of clusters in CDCC model. For 14 stocks of 500 days, the time used for 
training a 10-cluster CDCC model is nearly 8 minutes. This cost is affordable 
even for daily estimation of the model. But the time used for 90-cliistcr CDCC 
of the same data set is over 3 hours, which is intolerable for the swiftly changing 
market. Besides the overly high number of clusters would probably cause the 
model to over fit. The CDCC model provides an alternative of DCC model 
or Generalized DCC model for practitioners to cletennine flexibly based on 
the intrinsic feature of financial data and the time budget. Wc also simulate 
financial applications such as portfolio selection and Value at Risk on diverse 
stock markets as a guidance of how CDCC model can be applied in real-
world financial applications. The results of the experiments and applications 
demonstrate that the CDCC model outperforms the previous DCC models 
within reasonable time to afford. 
The significant contribution of CDCC model is introducing the conccpt of 
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clustering into the multivariate time series modeling. That is to cluster similar 
features in high diinensioiial data and model them in a clustered structure. The 
employment of clustering is not rcstrictcd to GARCH models or financial time 
series. The dimension of multivariate time series modeling has always been the 
problem. CDCC, however, as an example in financial correlation models, has 
provided a guidance of how to maintain computation efficiency while enhance 
the flexibility and fitness of multivariate time series models. 
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